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Phonon modes and heat capacity of monolayer films adsorbed in spherical pores
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We examine the hydrodynamic phonon spectrum of a monolayer film adsorbed on the wall of a spherical
pore. Due to the boundary conditions, the monolayer film exhibits a discrete phonon spectrum. The corre-
sponding density of states per unit frequency is thus a set ofd functions, and the heat capacity exhibits
Arrhenius behavior at low temperatures. At high temperatures, the heat capacity approaches the C;T2 behav-
ior of a two-dimensional monolayer film. Our results for the spherical surface film are compared to previous
calculations for films confined to a cylindrical surface.
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Monolayer films have been extensively studied, bo
theoretically and experimentally, in part because they exh
reduced dimensionality and novel phases@1,2#. For example,
low pressure adsorption on graphite usually yields a tw
dimensional~2D! monolayer, whereas adsorption in carb
nanotubes can result in quasi-one-dimensional beha
@3–6#. As a result of the reduced dimensionality, the phon
spectrum and the thermodynamic properties of such films
altered with respect to bulk properties. The basic reaso
that the substrate imposes its boundary conditions on
adsorbate. For example, previous calculations of Vida
Crespi, and Cole~VCC henceforth! show that the heat ca
pacity of a monolayer film adsorbed on the inner wall o
carbon nanotube exhibits a crossover from quasi-o
dimensional to two-dimensional behavior when the therm
phonon wavelengthl5\sb approaches 2pR, the circum-
ference of the cylindrical adsorbed film (s is the sound speed
andb215kBT) @7#. Due to the cylindrical geometry, finite in
the radial direction and~assumed! infinite in the axial direc-
tion, the surface-parallel phonons have a dispersion relat

vnk5sAk21~n/R!2, ~1!

wherek is the quasicontinuous wave vector~parallel to the
cylinder axis! andn is the azimuthal quantum number.

Here we consider the analogous case of a thin film
sorbed on the inner surface of a spherical cavity. The out
of this paper is as follows. We derive the in-plane phon
dispersion relation for the spherical surface film and comp
the density of states with corresponding results for the cy
drical and planar cases. This leads us to anticipate som
the heat capacity results. Finally, we identify a crosso
behavior in the heat capacity and compare this with so
experimental measurements.

In the derivation of the phonon dispersion relation, w
adopt a method similar to that of the VCC, concerned w
cylindrical films @7#. It is noted first that at lowT, the
surface-normal vibrations can be ignored since they acqu
gap at roughly the first surface-normal excitation energy
the isolated atom (;60 K for 4He on graphite!. Thus, in a
liquid monolayer film, only the surface-parallel phonons a
excited at lowT. These are described by a continuous tw
1063-651X/2003/67~3!/031602~4!/$20.00 67 0316
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dimensional wave vectork for a planar film and a one
dimensional wave vector in the cylindrical case. Since
spherical film is confined~effectively zero dimensional!, we
expect the quantum number equivalent to a wave vectork to
have discrete values. The derivation of the spectrum follo
from the scalar Helmholtz equation, describing the veloc
potentialC:

¹2C1k2C50, ~2!

where k[v/s. This yields solutions of the form
C(cosu,f)5Pl

m(cosu)F(f) @whereF(f)5eimf,m50,61,
62, . . . ; andPl

m are the associated Legendre polynomi
for integersl>umu]. The boundary condition imposed on th
Legendre polynomials~to be finite when cosu561) yields
the expected discreteness of the eigenvaluek5Al ( l 11)/R.
The dispersion relation for the spherical film follows as

v l5Al ~ l 11!~s/R!. ~3!

The corresponding density of states per unit frequen
g(v), is thus given by a sum ofd functions, with multiplic-
ity given by them degeneracy (2l 11) of each energy level

g~v!5(
l

gl
sph~v!5(

l
~2l 11!d~v2v l !. ~4!

We want to compare the spherical film results with t
cylindrical and planar densities of states. For the cylindri
film, the number of states within the intervaldv is

gcyl~v!dv52
L

2p
dk, ~5!

whereL/(2p) is the number of states in the 1D reciproc
space rangedk, and the factor 2 arises from the (6k) de-
generacy. Using the dispersion relation@Eq. ~1!#, the cylin-
drical density of states corresponding to a specific bandn is

gn
cyl~v!5

L

ps

Q~v2sunu/R!

A12~sn/vR!2
, ~6!
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whereQ(x) is the Heaviside step function~1 for x>0 and 0
for x,0). The total density of states is the sum over
bands:

gcyl~v!5 (
n52`

`

gn
cyl~v!. ~7!

At low T, the azimuthal excitations (n>1) are frozen out
due to the gapE105\s/R ~see Ref.@7#!. Thus, the dispersion
relation@Eq. ~1!# becomesv5sk whenn50, and the cylin-
drical density of states becomes constantg0(v)5L/ps. The
planar film has also a linear dispersion relationv5sk, but k
is then a 2D wave vector. The corresponding density of st
is

g2D~v!5
A

2p

v

s2
, ~8!

whereA is the area of the surface.
The spherical, cylindrical, and planar densities of sta

are displayed in Fig. 1. In order to get dimensionless nu
bers, we plot the density of states relative to the planar c
for the same area (A52pRL in the cylindrical case andA
54pR2 in the spherical case!. Notice that the largest densit
of states at lowv corresponds to the cylindrical film, fol
lowed by the planar film, and finally, by the spherical film
This implies that the cylindrical film will exhibit the larges
heat capacity~per unit area! at low T, followed by the planar
and then the spherical film. At highv, however, the numbe
of states in an intervaldv is the same for all types of films
considered, as shown in the Appendix. Therefore, the h
capacities of the spherical, planar, and cylindrical film
should approach asymptotically the same values at higT.
We note that the ‘‘highT’’ limit in this elastic regime differs
from the veryhigh T limit in an experiment. That is, the law
of Dulong and Petit corresponds to a very highT constant

FIG. 1. The density of states of the cylindrical film~dashed
curve! relative to that of planar film~dotted line! as a function of
the reduced frequencyvR/s. The full vertical lines indicate the
delta functionsgsph(v) for the spherical film.
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behavior of C. The crossover to the latter regime occu
whenkT exceeds the Debye temperature. We do not cons
this regime ofT here.

We turn our attention to the thermodynamic properties
the spherical film. Using Eq.~3!, the energy of a phonon is

El5
\s

R
Al ~ l 11! . ~9!

There is no mode forl 50, and thus the spherical film pos
sesses a gapE15(\sA2)/R. The total energy of the phono
system is

Esph5 (
l 51,2, . . .

~2l 11!El

exp~bEl !21
, ~10!

where 2l 11 is the degeneracy of the energy levels. In t
high T limit, the sum can be replaced by an integral, whi
can be evaluated analytically~because 1! l for the predomi-
nant modes!:

Esph;
\s

R E
0

` 2l 2dl

exp~b\sl/R!21
5

Az~3!

pb3\2s2
, ~11!

whereA54pR2 is the film area andz is the Riemann zeta
function. As in the case of the cylindrical film, the highT
heat capacity per unit area of the spherical film is the sam
that of a planar film:

C2D~T!

kBA
5

3z~3!

pb2\2s2
. ~12!

For simplicity, we define a reduced temperature

t5R/~b\s!, ~13!

and the dimensionless heat capacity takes the form

Csph/kB5t22 (
l 50,1, . . .

l ~ l 11!~2l 11!eAl ( l 11)/t

~eAl ( l 11)/t21!2
. ~14!

As in the case of the cylindrical film@7#, the heat capacity is
seen to be a universal function of the reduced tempera
@the right side of Eq.~13!#. Figure 2 shows the dependenc
on T of the spherical and cylindrical heat capacities, co
pared to the planar heat capacity (C/Cplanar). Notice that the
planar film is the highT limit for both the spherical and
cylindrical films, as expected. However, the heat capacity
the cylindrical film approaches it from above, whereas
heat capacity of the spherical film approaches it from belo
This behavior was expected from the previous discussion
the densities of states. We note that the asymptotic appro
to the planar limit occurs at a lowerT in the cylindrical case
than in the spherical case. This can be explained in at l
two ways. One is that a cylinder~having one infinite radius
of curvature! is closer to a plane than a sphere is. The ot
way is that the density of states~Fig. 1! of the cylinder is
closer to that of a planar surface than is the density of st
for the sphere. In analogy to the crossover behavior of
2-2
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cylindrical film @7#, one may speak of a crossover tempe
ture Tcross from a zero-dimensional system to a tw
dimensional system, defined as the temperature where
heat capacity is about half of that of a planar film. In t
present case, from Fig. 2,kBTcross;\s/4R. At low T, the
spherical heat capacity has an activated behavior:

Csph/kB56t22exp~2A2/t !. ~15!

We do not know of any experiments related to adsorpt
in spherical pores, but the irregular confined pores of a
ordered material may conceivably be approximated
spherical pores. Crowell and Reppy have investigated4He
films adsorbed in two porous glasses, Vycor and aero
using high-precision torsional oscillator and calorime
techniques@8–10#. At some critical coverage, the4He film
undergoes a transition from nonsuperfluid to superfluid
havior. In the nonsuperfluid regime, the heat capacity exh
its a linear dependence at largeT, but C/T drops rapidly at
low T, so a crossover temperature between these two be
iors is defined and calculated to be about 100 mK for
lowest coverage. In the context of our calculations, a wo
ing hypothesis is that the pore geometry is like an Americ
football, i.e., an ellipse of revolution. This could show th
behavior of a cylinder (C;T) at modestT, but exhibits a
gap at lowT, as in the case of a spherical geometry. We m
estimate the heat capacity at lowT with our spherical pore
model, and use the cylindrical pore for higherT. For a pore
diameter of about 70 Å, as in the case of Vycor pores,
assume that the4He atoms form a spherical film of about 6
Å diameter, so that there are about 103 He atoms in a pore
Then the heat capacity per mole is of the order of mJ/K,
same order of magnitude as the experimental heat capaci
the nonsuperfluid4He film. However, the calculated heat c
pacity exhibits the characteristic activated behavior see
Eq. ~15!, and does not follow the general trend of the expe
mental measurements, which looks more like a power
behavior. Also, the heat capacity experimental values
higherT can be obtained with our cylindrical pore model, b

FIG. 2. The heat capacity of a cylindrical~dashed curve! and a
spherical~full curve! film relative to that of a planar film, as a
function of the reduced temperature defined in Eq.~13!.
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only with an unreasonably large speed of sound. Howe
the crossover temperature given by our spherical model i
the order of 150 mK, comparable to the experimental cro
over of 100 mK. Thus, it may happen that the geometry
the Vycor pores produces boundary conditions for the fi
whose effect changes with increasing temperature, leadin
a crossover behavior.

In conclusion, the substrate geometry imposes constra
on the phonons of monolayer films adsorbed within a sph
cal pore. The first effect of the confinement is the discre
ness of the phonon spectrum. Because of a lowv gap in the
spectrum, the specific heat exhibits an essential singularit
T50, whereas at highT, it asymptotes to that of a plana
film (C;T2). A somewhat different crossover behavior o
curs in the case of a cylindrical film, which has quasi-on
dimensional behavior at lowT (C;T) and planar~2D! be-
havior at highT. This pair of solutions may explain some o
the heat capacity features of monolayers adsorbed in di
dered porous materials, whose various pores have diffe
geometries and sizes.

We are grateful to the National Science Foundatio
which has supported this research. We thank Paul Crow
and Moses Chan for helpful communications.

APPENDIX

This paper states that the density of states at highv is the
same for all three problems discussed here. We will give n
a proof of this statement. Let us start with the case o
spherical film, and choose an intervaldv between v1

5Al ( l 11)(s/R) and v25A( l 11)(l 12)(s/R), corre-
sponding to consecutive values of l, whenl @1. The number
of states in this interval is

E
v1

v2
gsph~v!dv5~2l 11!E

v1

v2
d~v2v l !52l 11. ~A1!

Thus, in the limit of highv, and correspondingly highl, the
number of states in an intervaldv is of the order 2l .

For the planar film, we consider the same intervaldv,
and the number of states in this interval is

E
v1

v2 A

2ps2
vdv52~ l 11!, ~A2!

where the area of the planar film equals the area of
spherical film,A54pR2. For high l, the number of states o
the planar film in this intervaldv is therefore of the order o
2l , equal to that of the spherical film.

The last case is that of a cylindrical film. The number
states corresponding to the intervaldv is
2-3
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E
v1

v2 L

ps S (
n52 l

l
Q~v2sn/R!

A12~sn/vR!2D dv

5
L

ps (
n52 l

l E
v1

v2 dv

A12sn/vR)2

5
L

pR (
n52 l

l

~A~ l 11!~ l 12!2n22Al ~ l 11!2n2!.

First, in order to compare the cylindrical and spherical film
we take their areas to be the same; thus 2pRL54pR2 or
n,

S

03160
,

L52R. Then, if we defineAl ( l 11)2n2 as f n( l ), a function
of variable l, the result of integration can be written asf n( l
11)2 f n( l ), which ~for large l! is the derivativef n8( l ). In the
limit of large l, f n( l );Al 22n2, whose derivative is
l /Al 22n2. Converting the sum to an integral, the number
states becomes

Nstates5
2

p (
n52 l

l
l

Al 22n2
.

2

p
l E

2 l

l dn

Al 22n2
52l .

Therefore, at high frequency, the integrated number of st
in the intervaldv is the same in all three cases.
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